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About This Game

Castle Demolition VR is a casual game that allows the player to unleash total destruction upon unsuspecting structures. With 15
challenging levels to play, the good times just keep on rolling!

There are 15 levels to play, and 4 different types of ammo to destroy the castles with. Each new level has its strengths and
weaknesses that can change how you approach them.
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Title: Castle Demolition VR
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Tall James Games
Publisher:
Tall James Games
Release Date: 1 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or Newer

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350 (equivalent or better)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290 (equivalent or better)

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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A great twin-stick shooter. Slick graphics and music and a competitive scoring system. Also, the developer is very responsive to
feedback and the game is often updated.. How do you make a game so far off and worst from the orginal? The original culling
was actually pretty good, It was a small fast pace br that focused mostly on melee and crafting, it was rare to get a gun and even
when you did ammo was incredibly scarce. Unfortunatly the orginal Culling died since it came right before the BR craze and got
crushed by games such as Fortnite and PubG. But the Culling two is so incredibly dissapointing and just an awful game. I don't
get how the devs made this and said to themselves "yeah this looks ready for steam". Like sersiously. Everyting about it screams
a really watered down H1Z1 wannabe, It completly lost all its charm from the first game. They would have done better at
attempting to revive the first game instead of realeasing this non sense.. A really nice and simple game! :D. Looking forward to
seeing this game develop further.. A short but interesting experience. Definately worth it for the price.

Planning on replaying soon while tripping.. Best guide how to clomb out of silver. Dont and ranked up til global in just 3
minutes watching trailer. Thanks Valve!. must be fast hand!
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A good game but i need some more work.. I'm going through my entire library and putting a minimum of an hour into each
game and then reviewing them, here is mine for Black & White Bushido: A really great game mechanically with some really
great ideas and concepts. Unfortunately it falls into the indie pitfal of being multiplayer based. While there is a couch co-op, my
lack of friends makes that difficult to accomplish. So naturally I would lean towards online play but the servers are deader than
Jacob Marely. This is one of those times I wish I could give the game a thumbs middle. Great if you have friends to play it with,
not if you are stuck playing against bots the whole time. Oh also if you plan to buy it make sure you have a controller that
works.. So what is the difference between pac-man and ms. pac-man really? Well she has a bow in her hair.... That's it? Get out
of town!. I'm really amazed by the state of the game. Now i can say that it gives me RE and Silent Hill vibes! I like the
environment and the enemies are pretty creepy tbh. Keep up the good job guys!. I don't recommend getting this dlc, b\/c when I
try to play said dlc the game menu brings up the store page.. very trippy and cool!
took me a few minutes to figure out how to create some cool clouds and formations
once you do, its a lot of fun

to the dev:
adding music would be awesome
and the FPS drops a lot in some situations
different sized particles woould be cool too
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